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1. INTRODUCTION 
Cohn and Mahler [l] have discussed analogs, for real pseudovaluations, of 
the operations n, +, and ., and of the relation C, for ideals of a commutative 
ring R. The main purpose of this note is to answer a question raised in [ 1, p. 1971. 
We show, in Section 3 (3.3), that a relation involving n, +, and ‘, which holds 
for all ideals of R, has its analog for bounded non-Archimedean pseudovaluations 
on R. In Section 2 we briefly review some of the basic notions of [l] and, in 
doing so, we describe them in terms of operations in R x P, where P denotes 
the set of nonnegative real numbers. Whereas in [l] R was assumed to have an 
identity, we do not make this assumption. 
2. OPERATIONS ON PSEUDOVALUATIONS AND R x P 
In this section R will denote a set on which are defined two binary operations, - 
commutative multiplication) and 0, such that . is distributive over 0. A product 
of elements x . y will, as is usual, be denoted by xy. Let P denote the set of 
nonnegative real numbers under the operations . (the usual multiplication) 
and O, where o is either + or max (i.e., either a o b = a + b for all u, h E P or 
a 0 b = max{a, b} for all a, 6 E P). 
2.1. DEFINITION. A (red) pseudovaluation v on R is a map from R to P 
such that, for all x, y E R, 
(i) V@Y) G ~(4 V(Y) 
and 
(ii) v(x 0 y) < V(X) 0 v(y). 
When 0 = max in P, v is called a non-Archimedeun pseudovaluation. 
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When R is a (commutative) ring and o = -(subtraction) in R, our definition 
agrees with [l] except that we are not requiring that o(O) = 0. 
2.2. Remark. Let R be a ring with 0 = -, and let v be a non-Archimedean 
pseudovaluation on R. Then (i) v(0) = v(x - X) < v(x) for all x E R, and 
it follows that (ii) v(-X) = v(x), and (iii) v(x + y) < max(v(x), v(v)} for all X, 
y E R. 
We shall consider the Cartesian product G = R x P together with the 
operations *and 0 defined pointwise. When H _C G we define H, to be the set 
of all products of elements of H, i.e., the closure of H under ., and we define 
H” analogously. Also, we define f7 to be the set of all (x, a) E G such that 
a > infib j (x, 6) E H}. 
Letting q be a map from R to P, we may associate with q the subset G, of G 
consisting of all (x, a) such that q(x) < a. 
2.3. PROPOSITION. q satisJies 2.1(i) (resp. (ii)) if, and only if, Go is closed under * 
(resp. 0). Consequently, q is a pseudovaluation ifand only if, Gt = G, . 
The proofs of this and subsequent results concerning G are straightforward 
and will be omitted since they have no bearing on our main result (3.3). 
As in [I, p. 1641 define a map qx by 
for all x E R. Note here that, since we are not assuming that . in R is associative, 
any product (such as nixi) of more than two elements of R must involve a 
certain arrangement of brackets. However, the detailed placing of the brackets 
will be of no importance, so we shall only make this tacit acknowledgment of 
their presence. Similar remarks shall apply to the operation o in R. 
2.4. PROPOSITION. G,, = G,' and qx is the greatest map satisjying 2.1(i) 
zchich is majorized by q. 
Replacing . by 0 in both R and P we may similarly define, for all x E R, 
q”(x) = WOiq(xi)I Oixi = 4, 
where the symbol Oi is related to o in the same way that nIf is related to 
multiplication, 
__ 
2.5. PROPOSITION. (cf. [l, p. 166, Theorem 6.11). G,,, = G;O and qx” is 
the greatest pseudovaluation majorized by q. 
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Letting R be a ring, we may define 
q”‘(x) = inf 1 Oiq(fxi) 1 C xi = x,/ 
i 
for all x E R. Then q+ and q@, as defined in [I, p. 1651, are q” in the cases 
o = max and o = +, respectively. However, if in the definition of q” we take 
o = - in R (but not, of course, in P), then it may be verified that q’ == q” 
(this depends on the identity x + y = x - (0 - y)). 
We now turn to the binary operations discussed in [I]. We consider pseudo- 
valuations u and V, and put max{ 1, SU~,,~ U(X)) = H, max{ 1, SUP,.~ V(X)} = K. 
2.6. DEFINITIONS. For all x E R we define: 
(i) (24 A V)(X) = U(X) 0 U(X); 
(ii) (U v V)(X) = inf{Oi nj wij(xij)] Oi ni xii =x and wij is either u or v}; 
(iii) (U x U)(X) = inf Q, where Q is the set of all numbers Oib, which are 
assoicated with decompositions of x as follows. The decompositions to be con- 
sidered are of the type x = Oixi where, for each i, either (1) xi is not decomposed, 
or (2) xi is written as a product yizi (yi , zi E R). In case (1) bi = min{zc(x,) 0K, 
HO o(q)}, and, in case (2), b, = I o v(q). The obvious interpretations 
should be made here, and in what follows, when H or K is infinite. If neither u 
nor v is bounded then u x v is undefined at any element x which has no 
decomposition of the form x = Oiyizi . 
A is the notion of “sum” used in [l], but, in defining v and X, we have 
modified the notions of “product” and “compound” found in [l, p. 1671 in 
order that our theorem (3.3) shall apply to rings which may not contain an 
identity. However, when R is a ring with an identity in which 0 = -, one may 
verify that x coincides with the notion of “compound” in [I] and also that, 
if u(1) < 1 and v(1) < 1, then v coincides with the notion of “product”. 
When R is a ring and I is an ideal of R, taking 0 = - in R and 0 = max 
in P we define, as in [I, p. 1921, the pseudovaluation v1 by 
v,(x) = 0, if x E I, 
= 1, otherwise. 
It may be verified that, if I, J are ideals of R, then 
VI A VJ = v*()J ) 
VI v VJ = Z’l+l 1 
and 
v, x VJ = V[J 
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(cf. [l , p. 1931). Th us, to the extent that I is identified with vuI, A, v, and x may 
be regarded as generalizations ofthe respective ideal theoretic operations n, +, 
and . . 
2.1. PROPOSITION. u A v, u v v, and u x v (when defined) arepseudovaluations. 
Proof It is already known that u A v is a pseudovaluation (see [2, 
paragraph 71). 
Let x, y E R and put u v ‘u = f. Then there exist decompositions x = Oi 
JJj xij and y = Oi JJYij such that ()i nj Wij(Xij) and Oi IJj tij(yu), where Wij 
and tij are either u or v, are close to f(x) and f(y), respectively. Now xy = 
(Oi IIj +>(Oi lIj Yij> w ic may be written in the form Oi J& sij , and, by h h 
suitably assigning sij = u or V, we have Oi ni Sii(Zij) = (Oi nj W&Xii)) 
(Oi I’& t&ij)) h h w ic is close to f (x) f (y). It follows that f satisfies 2.1(i). The 
proof of 2.l(ii) is equally straightforward. 
Now put u x v = w. It is easy to see that w satisfies 2.l(ii). Letting x, x’ E R, 
there exist decompositions 
x = *..opqoroso **a 
and 
x’ = . . . op’q’ o rl o sf o . . . 
(where, to keep the notation simple, we have depicted three typical terms 
and have assumed them to lie in the juxtaposition shown) such that the numbers 
and 
'.. 0 (U(p') 0 V(q')) 0 (U(Y') 0 K) 0 (H 0 v(s')) 0 **-, = b say, 
are close to w(x) and w(x’), respectively. Now 
(where we have again only displayed sufficient terms to indicate the manipulation 
which will be required for the other terms). By 2.6(iii) and since u and v satisfy 
2.1(i), 
w(xx’) < -a* 0 0 u(p) u(p’) v(q) v(q’) 0 *** 0U(Y) u (p’) 0 u(q’) 
0 U(Y) v(f) U(T) v(s’) 0 0 0 0 *-*. 
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Noting that 
and 
we see that 
U(Y) 0 v(i) < U(Y) H 0 Kv(s’), 
4x4 -G ... o(U(P) o47)) (u(p’) 0v(q’)) 0 ... 0(U(Y) 0K) (u(f) 0 v(q’)) 
0 (u(y) 0K) (Up’) 0 K) 0 (U(Y) 0 K) (H 0 v(s’)) 0 ‘.. 
= ab. 
But ab is close to w(x) w(x), and it follows that w satisfies 2.1(i). 
The operations A, v and x have interpretations in G as follows. 
2.8. PROPOSITION. G,,, is the set of all elements (x, a 0 b) such that (z, a) E G, 
and (z, b) E G, . When 0 = max in P this reduces to G,,, = G, n G, . 
2.9. PROPOSITION (cf. [l, p. 189, Theorem 16.41). G,,, = (G, u G,)*” and 
u v v is the greatest pseudovaluation which is majorized by both u and v. 
When S, T are subsets of G, put 
and 
sup({l} u {c j (t, c) E S for some t E R}) = h, 
sup({l} u {d [ (z, d) E T for some x E R}) = k, 
and define S * T to be the set of all elements of the form either (xy, a o b), 
(x, a 0 k), or (y, h o b), where (x, a) E S and (y, b) E T. 
2.10. PROPOSITION. Guxv = (G, * G,)“. When R has an identity G,,, = E”, 
where E is just the set of all elements (xy, a 0 b) with (x, a) E G, and (y, b) E G, . 
From now on we shall take R to be a commutative ring in which o = -, and 
we shall take 0 = max in P. Thus we shall only consider non-Archimedean 
pseudovaluations. We note that, in view of 2.2(ii), the meaning of u v z, is 
unaltered by replacing Oi nj xii in 2.6(ii) by xi jJj xii . A similar comment 
applies to u x v. Thus, using 2.2 (iii), 2.6(iii) reduces to 
= inf ! max(. . ., u( p,), r&),.. ; u(y), K H, v(s)) jx = Cpiqi + r + s1 , i 
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where it is to be understood that any two of the terms Cip,qi , T, s and their 
contributions may be absent. 
When w is a pseudovaluation, for each a E P, define 
w, = {x 1 w(x) < u}. 
The sets w, were introduced by Szpiro in [3]. We note that w, is nonempty 
precisely when a 2 w(0) and, in this case, wa is a w,-submodule of R. 
By the product JL of subsets J, L of R we shall mean the set of all sums of 
elements xy where x E J, y EL. In proving our theorem we shall use the following 
characterizations f A, v, and x . 
2.11. LEMMA. For all a E P, the non-Archimedean pseudovaluations u and v 
satisfy 
(i) (24 h v)a = u, n 21, ; 
(ii) (24 v v)a = r)b>a tub + vb + &e=b %Zv~h 
(iii) (u x v)a = (&>a Mb where, supposing that H < K, 
Mb = ubcsb , if b <H, 
= RV, + vb > if H<b<K, 
= R if b>K. 
Proof. (i) is easy. 
(ii) Let x E (u v v)~ and let b > a. Then there exists a decomposition x = 
xi n, xii for which maxi nj w,&,~) < b, where each wij is either u or v. 
In view of 2.1, by suitably grouping together terms xii for which the correspond- 
ing wu’s are the same pseudovaluation (either u or v), we may write 
where 
x =y +~+~Ym%, 
m. 
m=4u(r), v(&., u(ym> vbn)~...> B b. 
Thus x E ub + a, + .Z+a up, . 
Conversely, when x E ub + vb + .&& udve , we have x = y + z + ,?& ymz,, 
where y EU~, .z EVA ,..., yna E ud , z,, E v, ,..., with de = b. Therefore, by 
definition of v, 
@ v v)(x) d m44r), 44 ,... , u&J V(G) ,... > < b. 
If this is true for all b > a then (u v v)(x) < a, i.e., x E (U v v), . 
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(iii) From the definition of x and since H < K, (u x v)(x) < K for all 
x E R, and so, when a > K, (u x v)~ = R as is required. 
Taking the case H < a < K, let x E (U x z))~ . For b > a there exists a 
decomposition 
x =zpiqi+r+s 
such that 
maxi..., U(P& v(qJ,..., u(r), K H, v(s)1 < b. 
When b < K the term Y must be absent, and so x E Rv, + V~ = Mb . It follows 
that (u x v)~ C fib,, Mb . Conversely, when x E Mb where a < b < K, it 
follows that x = Cipiqi + r for some pi E R and qi , I E vb . Then, since 
R =uH, 
(U x V)(X) < max{H, b; H, b) = b. 
Therefore, if x E nb>a Mb then x E (U x v)~ . 
When a < H we require to show that (U x v)~ = nb,a ur,vb , and this is 
again straightforward. 
3. THE THEOREM 
3.1. LEMMA. Let u and v be non-Archimedean pseudovaluations on the ring R 
for each of which k is a non-least upper bound greater than 1. If 0 between subsets 
of R denotes either IT, +, or ., and if Q between pseudovaluations is the corresponding 
operation A, v, or x , then 
(i) 24, 0v, C (u 0 v)a for all a > 0, 
and 
(ii) (U o v)~ _C u,ljzk 0 v,lI~rc when 0 < a < 1. 
Proof. In view of 2.11 we only need to show that 
(u v 2”& c Ual/zlc + V&Z6 when O<a<l. 
Choosing b such that a < b < 1, we have 
(u v $a c ub + vb + c %iv”, 
de=b 
c ub + Ob + c 
a<b’ I2 
%tvb/d + c %Jvbld 
d>bllz 
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where h is any upper bound for both u and v. Choosing h so that 1 < h < k 
and taking b sufficiently near to a ensures that bllzh < a112k; whence 
ub1/2uA C ZQ/~~ C u,ljzk and similarly for v. The required formula follows since 
b < a1i2k. 
The ideal generated by a subset S in the ring R will be denoted by (S). 
3.2. LEMMA. Let h be an upper bound, greater than 1, for a non-Archimedean 
pseudovaluation v. Then, for all e > 0, (ve) c vhe . 
Proof. Any element x in (v~) has the form xi xi + Cj rjyj where xi , yj E v, 
and rj E R. It follows, by 2.1, that v(x) < max{e, he) = he. 
The notation u C v, where u and v are pseudovaluations, will mean, as in 
[ 1, p. 1901, that v is small implies u is small, i.e., that for all e > 0 there exists d > 0 
such that vd C u, . Clearly u C v is implied by the condition u < v. The relation 
C between pseudovaluations is a generalization f> between ideals in the sense 
that, when 1, J are ideals, v, C vJ if and only if I > J [see 1, p. 1921. In [l], u and v 
are called equivalent, written u N v, if u C v and v C u; thus N between pseudo- 
valuations extends the notion of equality between ideals. 
3.3. THEOREM. Let f and g be formulas composed from n variables and three 
binary operations. If, for all ideals I1 ,..., In of the ring R, 
f (4 >*.., 4, ; n $9 .> Cg(4 ,..., 42 ; n, +, .) 
then, for all bounded non-Archimedean pseudovaluations v1 ,..., v, on R, 
f (VI >***, v, ; A, v, x>‘I,g(q ,..., vn ; A, v, x). 
Proof. For any a, v, (resp. v) will denote (v& ,..., (v& ; n, +, . (resp. 
Vl ).. , ,72, ; A, v, x ). First we shall prove that, if the number of binary composi- 
tions involved in f does not exceed an integer p, then there exist positive real 
numbers A, B, C, depending only on vi ,..., v and p, such that, when 0 < d < A, 
(f(v)), c f (V&F). 
The case p = 0 is trivial, and we assume that p > 1. We also assume that f(v) 
has the form fi(v) 0 fi(v), where 0 between pseudovaluations is A, v, or x and, 
in what follows, 0 between subsets of R will be the corresponding operation , 
+ or . . Letting k be a non-least upper bound, greater than 1, for each of vr ,..., v , 
it follows from 2.11 that k is also, in particular, a non-least upper bound for 
fi(v) and fi(v). If d < 1, by 3.l(ii) we then have 
(f(v)), c (fi(v))dl/z~ o (f,(v))dl/ak 
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By induction on p there exist a, b, c (>O), depending only on ni ,..., v ~ and 
p - 1, such that when 0 < d1i2k < a, 
(fiW)dliZk --Cfi(Vb(&iZk)J for i-1,2. 
It will now be useful to note the simple result hat 
if & , Tj (j = I,..., n)are subsets of R such that Sj C Tj (j = l,..., n)
thenf(S, ,..., S ; n, +, -)Cf(T, ,..., T ; n, +, -) for anyf. (2) 
Putting min{l, (a/k)2} = A, when d < A we have, using (2), 
which, putting bkc = B and c/2 = C, is (1). 
Similarly, it follows from 3.1(i) that, when e > 0, 
Taking e > 0, we will establish the theorem by showing the existence of d > 0 
such that (g(v)), I (J(v))~ . For any a, denoting ((v,),),..., ((v,),); n, +, . by 
(v,), we have (g(v)), Zg(v,) which, by 3.2 and (2) Sg((v,!,)). By hypothesis 
g((v,,&) If((velk)) which, in turn, I f(v,,,). Choosing d so that 0 < d < A 
and BdC < elk gives, by (I), f(v,J 2 (f(v))d ; thus (g(v)), 1 (f(v)jd as 
required. 
Remark. By restricting our attention to non-Archimedean pseudovaluations 
v bounded above by 1, we can obtain a sharper result han 3.3 provided that v 
(or +) does not appear in f. Each v, is then an R-ideal, and as in 3.l(ii) we have, 
for 0 = either A (n) or X (.), (U 0 v)~ c z&k 0 n,k whenever 0 < a < 1 < k. 
These conditions lead to (g(v)), > (f(v)), for all e, that is, f(v) > g(v). 
We end by giving a simple example of a statement true about ideals whose 
analog for pseudovaluations is false. 
EXAMPLE. Let R be a discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal M. Thus 
the ideals of R are just R, M, M2 ,..., 0.We shall denote by or the pseudovaluation 
determined by the powers of an ideal I according to the rule: V’(X) = inf{2-n 1 
x EP}. We have vR C vM C vMa C ... C vM C vs ; no two of these pseudovalua- 
tions are equivalent, and they form a complete set of representatives of the 
equivalence classes (with respect o -) of (non-Archimedean) pseudovaluations 
on R. 
The following statement is true: 
for all ideals J, K of R, if J # K then there exists an ideal I such that 
I# J,.I#K,andeitherJ+I#lorK+I#I. 
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The analogous statement for pseudovaluations is 
for all pseudovaluations, v, w on R, if v + w then there exists 
a pseudovaluation u such that u + v, u + w, and either v v u + u 
or 28 v u +J 21. 
However, the latter is false since, for 71 = 0, 1,2,..., v,, v vMS - vM,, and vM v 
vMn - vM,, (this may easily be verified from the definition 2.6(ii), but also 
cf. [l, p. 1801). 
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